2021 Sponsorship Opportunities

WHY TRUST OUR TEAM?
SchroderHaus was founded in 2015 on the belief that there is a better way to
serve innovative businesses in the natural products industry who have a proven
concept and who have a need to activate integrated programs to connect with
their consumers. Combining our team’s decades of experience from small to
global PR firms, and startup to global CPG brands, we provide strategic
programming and flawless tactical execution that generates the results our
clients need to meet their business goals.

MEET THE TASTEBUZZ CREW
Core members of our team are dedicated to helping make
our TasteBuzz mailers a success, including:

Our team was inspired to launch our TasteBuzz programs in 2017 knowing many
brands in the natural products industry are looking for a way to earn the
attention of national media and regarded influencers. As we work daily with the
buzz-generating media covering this industry, as well as with influencers who
can help drive engagement and conversion, we launched TasteBuzz as a way to
facilitate connections between innovative brands and the media and influencers
who could help tell their story. It's a win-win for all involved!
Learn more about SchroderHaus and our greater team by visiting
schroderhaus.com.
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Coming soon!
Kick off the new year with Better-For-You
Themed Mailers the week of April 5th, 2021

Shelf-Stable:
Cost: $2,000 or $1,750 for the first 3 brands to sign up

• To be sent out the week of April 5th to 25 digitally-focused media and 25 carefullyvetted influencers, for 50 total

• Space limited to 10 shelf-stable brands: Spots and category exclusivity on a first-come,
first-served basis

• 2-3 influencer partners for each mailer for guaranteed mentions
• Plus up opp: a designated influencer post for your brand only
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Additional 2021 Mailer
Opportunities for Brands
Bundle and save! Save 15% on each additional
mailer that you sign up for!

May:

Frozen/Refrigerated
Cost: $3,000 or $2,750 for the first 3 brands to sign up
Calling all refrigerated and frozen products: We'd like to include you, too! This mailer will similarly
go out to 25 media and 25 influencers in May of 2021, with overnight shipping on dry ice.

June:

Shelf Stable Back-to-School
Cost: $2,000 or $1,750 for the first 3 brands to sign up
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• >20K Instagram audience or significant media
relationships

• 2.5%+ engagement rate on Instagram to

Influencer
Criteria

demonstrate audience connection and trust

• Demonstrated affinity for natural and organic
products, and history of sharing ‘unboxing’
content with audience

• Content focus on health, wellness, food, fitness

We are committed to helping you connect
with high caliber influencers so you get the
most out of your TasteBuzz mailer
participation. Each mailer recipient will be
personally confirmed by the SchroderHaus
team and vetted for quality and relevance.

and/or family

• Quality content creators and community builders
• Balance of lifestyle bloggers and credentialed
nutrition/fitness experts

• Emphasis on Instagram audience to generate
real-time conversation around the event’s brand
partners via IG stories
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Previous Media Recipients

● Better Homes & Gardens

● The Kitchn

● Food Network

● Women’s Day

● Delish

● Medium

● TODAY

● Well + Good

● Buzzfeed

● Men's Health

● Business Insider

● Popsugar

● O, The Oprah Magazine

● Livestrong

● Shape
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Want To Do A Customized Mailer
Featuring Your Brand Only?
Our team can curate and ship customized boxes specifically for your brand. Our support
includes securing media and/or influencer recipients; compiling and shipping product;
and follow up outreach to secure mentions. All inclusions are scalable, with a total cost
ranging between $6,000-$15,000, depending on brand needs.

Cost includes:
• Development of customized media/influencer contact lists
• Conducting outreach to secure confirmed recipients
• Compiling all brand products, swag, and marketing materials into a custom designed box
• Development of recipe cards with imagery
• Packing and shipping of mailers, communicating tracking info to recipients
• Follow up outreach to secure brand and product mentions
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Host A Virtual Event!
• Our team will help coordinate a brand-specific virtual cooking tutorial
event with a relevant expert like Frances Largeman-Roth, RDN
• Cost: $15,000
- OR -

• Host a virtual event with Hearst Magazines, showcasing your products to
their editorial teams, including Good Housekeeping, Men's Health, Cosmo,
Prevention, and more!
• Cost: $4,000-$10,000
Reach out for more info and to customize your specific event
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Ready to Sign Up?
• Sign Up. To secure your spot, all you need to do is fill out THIS simple exhibitor survey
• More Questions? Feel free to contact Brette at brette@schroderhaus.com, or 763-439-1160

We look forward to partnering with you!

SchroderHaus
Productions Experience:

● Our core team has 25+ years
marketing communications
experience building natural products
brands

● Regular engagement with influential
national consumer media and trades

● Personal relationships with leading
social influencers

● Brand-side experience so we know
the pressure you’re under to succeed!

● We value customer service and having
fun; we want this to be a joyful and
rewarding experience for you!
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